bring the dream ALIVE
Architectural lighting for the home
Illumination is a powerful medium. It allows designers and their clients the opportunity to create visual and emotional impact that accentuates, highlights, and enhances the forms and figures within an architectural space.

With Halo, Metalux Residential, Iris, Lumière, Shaper and RSA, Cooper Lighting presents a complete lighting palette that brings your vision to light for the home – the American dream.

Refined through the insights of lighting designers, architects and design professionals, these lighting systems are created with state-of-the-art materials for ease of installation and unparalleled performance.

Interior, exterior or wherever your vision takes you, Cooper Lighting offers you lighting solutions that bring the dream alive.

HALO

Halo Lighting offers one of the widest selections in recessed and track lighting in the residential market. Halo leadership is recognized by Builder Magazine, Professional Remodeler, and Remodeling Magazine as the #1 Lighting Brand. Professionals rate Halo “Best In Class” for quality, innovation, and selection. Why? Halo offers a wide selection of housings and trims in the most popular finishes, with all the labor-saving, installation-friendly features that customers naturally expect from Halo. Effective lighting for functional applications, decorative enhancements, and versatile, long-term utility are the hallmarks of Halo.

Metalux

Metalux fluorescent is perfect in any environment where a uniform general light source is needed such as the kitchen, entry hall or bathroom. Now it is no longer necessary to compromise on style to be able to take advantage of the reduced heat output, lower utility bills and convenience of fluorescent lighting. Whether building from the ground up, remodeling or just updating a room, Metalux decorative lighting for the home has lighting solutions designed to suit even the most discerning taste.

IRIS

IRIS Lighting Systems, the standard for architectural lighting, provides recessed downlight and directional luminaires with unsurpassed optical performance for the uncompromising demands of prestige properties. These specification grade recessed luminaires provide the lighting designer with a complete palette of lamp types and optical distributions with cohesive aesthetics regardless of the application.

Lumière

For those who demand the very best, Lumière products provide the style, flexibility, durability and reliability to accentuate residential exteriors and landscapes. Highlight and dramatize architectural elements. Paint the landscape with light. Enhance and beautify gardens, pathways, gazebos and more! Lumière fixtures add that extra measure of elegance and style that sets even the most beautiful home apart from the rest.

Shaper

Shaper designs are based on fundamental forms common to all architectural spaces. We focus on simplicity of styles and attention to proportion. We select materials and manufacturing methods with the aim of delivering high quality luminaires. Shaper’s interior product lines consist of recessed pendants, pendants, wall, surface and Parallon. Exterior product lines include post top, bollard and wall. We offer a complete family of styles for all applications.

RSA

RSA provides a wide range of spec grade architectural lighting products that are ideally suited for high-end residential applications. Our recessed products include Quiet Ceiling® and Stealth, which offer unparalleled performance combined with flush trimless ceiling installation – maintaining the architectural integrity of the Interior. Our ComboLight® multi-lamp products are available in residential friendly lamp sources and offer new ways of achieving brilliant downlighting and accent illumination designs.
HALO®
Halo Art Glass – pendants that add an elegantly bold statement in shape, form, and color. Hand blown glass pendants are available in original designer finishes.

IRIS®
A living room is brought to life with layers of light. Linear low voltage track with halogen lamps mounted in the beams shows the height of the ceiling and IRIS® recessed low voltage directional downlights with AR111 lamps illuminate the furniture below. Recessed Mk6 directional downlights draw attention to the stone fireplace and accent the wood entry doors.

Shaper®
Shaper’s 682-WP custom color, exterior wall luminaires perfectly complement the architecture of this seashore vacation home in Stinson Beach, California.

Lumière®
Lumière’s Westwood line of wall fixtures combine function and beauty to provide up light, down light or a combination up and down light to complement any architectural setting. Select from a variety of lamp sources including low voltage, line voltage, metal halide or LED. Grace facades or flank entryways with these precision-machined painted aluminum, brass, copper or stainless steel forms.
Our decorative ceiling fixtures offer a stylish lighting solution for any room in the house. We combined functionality/technology with the latest in home decor trends. From Mission, Traditional to Contemporary styles, we have the right look, finish and design.

This beautiful high-end master bath features the newly introduced line, Farallon by Shaper. The 329, "Silk" pendant luminaire is slumped architectural plate glass with 2” square hand-applied, copper leaf and satin nickel decorative accents.

Halo H3 – new shapes, styles and finishes for every décor. 3” ultra-compact trims in five finishes offer powerful lighting in a coordinated ceiling appearance.

RSA’s high-end recessed products are just as much at home in residential environments as they are in retail or commercial areas. In this application, Accurus, Combolight and Continuous Channel products work together to accomplish downlighting, general illumination, task lighting and art lighting.
Recessed trims offered in a wide selection of designer finishes: White, Black, Satin Nickel, Antique Copper, Tuscan Bronze.

Recessed housings for every type of installation: shallow, slope ceiling, universal, insulated ceiling, and Air-Tite - including the new energy-efficient residential Energy Star / Title 24 series.

Track adds decorative and accent lighting with a wide choice of styles, finishes and accessories including the new Art Glass Collection.

Lamp choices include: incandescent, halogen, energy-efficient compact fluorescent, and commercial metal halide and high pressure sodium.

Halo offers all the labor-saving, installation-friendly features that customers naturally expect from Halo.

Combines energy-efficiency, functionality, lamp and ballast technology with current home decor trends.

Great for areas that need general illumination such as the kitchen, laundry room, bathroom, closet, basement and garage.

Specific fixtures have been designed to meet Energy Star specifications - just look for the E.S. logo.

Make the switch from incandescent to fluorescent and save on monthly utility bills, save on lamp replacement costs while protecting the environment.

Housing platforms are suitable for direct contact with insulation and meet restricted air flow requirements - non IC housing types supporting higher lamp wattages are also available.

Broad range of optical elements including open and lens downlight reflectors, open and lens wall wash, angle cut and pinhole apertures.

Directional fixtures feature a patented 360° rotation, 45° tilt and allow for hot aiming for rapid and accurate adjustment translating center beam optics ensuring glare free performance at all aiming angles.

Low voltage fixtures use a toroidal transformer providing noise free operation even when dimmed using phase control dimmers.

Flush mount collar accessory allows optical elements to be installed flush with the ceiling for a trimless appearance – die cast flanges can be removed allowing painting in the field to match any decor.

Award winning fixtures ideal for the residential environment.

Manufactured to the highest standards from a variety of corrosion-fighting materials double-guarded by a protective undercoat and a layer of highly durable polyester powder coat paint.

Fixtures, accessories and hardware are extremely adaptable, enabling the widest variety of uses.

Compact size and aesthetic appearance enable the designer to conceal fixtures when desired, or incorporate them as an integral element of the architecture or landscape.

Unique "Starter Collection Series" which is ideal for residential applications.

Offers Energy Star and Sustainable options.

Wide variety of standard finishes; copper, nickel, brass, bronze, chrome, zinc and custom colors.

Specializing in modified products.

Recessed single-lamp and multi-lamp lighting solutions available in low voltage halogen, line voltage halogen and metal halide light sources.

Small aperture miniature recessed MR16 trims for downlighting, wall wash, shower and accent applications – Mini Quiet Ceiling®, Mini Accurus, Lynx.

Multi-lamp recessed fixtures for downlighting and wall wash applications – ComboLight®, Stealth.

Fixtures include trimless installation options in both drywall and other ceiling types (wood, concrete, etc…).

High-quality architectural finishes are standard – custom finishes are available.

New construction, AirTite IC, and remodel type housings are available for most products.
If you wish to learn more about the family of products available from Cooper Lighting for the luxury home, please complete and mail the attached card.

Please provide me with information on the following (check any or all):

- Halo Recessed catalog
- Metalux Residential catalog
- Iris catalog
- Lumière catalog
- Shaper Catalog
- RSA catalog
- Halo Track catalog

Name: ____________________________ (please print)

Address: _________________________

City: ___________________ State: _______ Zip: _______

Phone: __________________________